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Story

Julie is beautiful, slim and popular and can sing really well. She is planning to perform at the school show

with her band, Jase Noju. Then, suddenly out of the blue, Julie starts getting nasty emails, accusations and

threats. Then a fake facebook profile pops up on the Internet, featuring Julie as arrogant and snooty. All at

once, her classmates and totally unknown strangers are all chatting and posting comments about her

profile.

Julie is in despair. Who is doing this to her? Is it Lisa, who she did not allow to join her band as a drummer,

or is it the computer nerds in the house next door, who Julie is always poking fun at?

However, only Sebastian, a member of her band who she secretly loves, can release Julie from her fears

and provide conclusive evidence : none other than her best friend has been playing this rotten trick on Julie

and started this avalanche of cybermobbing.

• An exciting thriller about cybermobbing

• The author does not pull any punches. She allows her characters to speak for themselves without adding

any comments or value judgements. This gives her story great potential for identifying with and discussing.
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Agnes Hammer

Agnes Hammer grew up with five siblings in Westerwald in Germany, before she moved to Cologne for her

studies in German literature and philosophy. Today she works at an institute teaching young adults from

difficult social backgrounds. Since 2005 she has also worked as an anti-aggression trainer.

Agnes Hammer just got the “Kranichsteiner” scholarship for the extraordinary written title “Herz, klopf!”

published by script5 about EUR 12,000 and a residence of three months in Paris. (http://www.deutscher-

literaturfonds.de/?k=4&sk=27)

She also received the “Kurd-Laßwitz” scholarship this year. Even before publication, she was granted a

scholarship by the state of North Rhine-Westphalia to finish her newest title, “Regionalexpress” (regional

train).

Further titles by the author:

Nacht, komm! (script5, 2011)

Dorfbeben (script5, 2010)

Herz, klopf! (script5, 2009)

Bewegliche Ziele (Loewe Verlag, 2008)

,Agnes Hammer lives in Düsseldorf and for many years used to teach at a facility that offers training to

socially disadvantaged youths. She is also a qualified anti-aggression trainer. Agnes Hammer was awarded

the “Kranichsteiner” and the the “Kurd-Laßwitz” scholarship for her exceptional titles published by script5.

Even before publication, she was granted a scholarship by the state of North Rhine-Westphalia to finish her

lates novel, "Regionalexpress".
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More titles by this author

Next Stop: Jihad Moving Targets Night, Come!

Village Rumours A Beating Heart
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